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B.J. Hollars

Hollars is the author of several books, most recently ‘Midwestern Strange: Hunting Monsters, Martians, 

and the Weird’’ and ‘The Road South: Personal Stories of the Freedom Riders.’ He is a professor, arts 

advocate, husband, father, son and dog walker. Follow him on Instagram, Twitter or Facebook @bjhollars

By Gabe Lagarde
The Country Today

C
ASHTON — On the 
Herricks farm, it’s 
always a head-scratch-

ing situation when a piece of 
equipment goes kaput.

Can they fix it? Do they have the necessary 
part, or will they have to order it? If they 
have to order it, how long will they have to 
wait? Hours? Days? Months?

Or do Jack Herricks and his family need 
to contact a certified specialist, schedule an 
appointment and wait for the specialist to 
take a look at something they could likely fix 
themselves?

“We spend thousands of dollars on equip-
ment,” Herricks said. “I don’t think its the 
American way for a company to retain exclu-
sive repair rights. I think the owner should be 
allowed the first chance.”

The Herricks are hardly alone in this 
predicament. As such, it’s no surprise the 
“right to repair” movement is a growing 
issue across the agricultural world, just as it 
is gaining steam in other corners of society.

So far, the Herricks have been lucky, lean-
ing on good relationships with vendors and 
personal connections to private technicians. 
But not every farmer has these advantages 
and there may come a time when the Her-
ricks can’t fix their own equipment.

Herricks operates a multi-family farm 
cooperative near Cashton in Monroe Coun-
ty, covering more than 2,600 acres of corn 
and alfalfa and counting roughly 700 dairy 
cattle. His fleet are 2013 models or newer 
and, like most newer models, these tractors 
and combines are computers on wheels with 
complex, sensitive configurations.

If something breaks, even a little compo-
nent like an internal sensor, it can require a 

certified dealership technician to fix it. The 
issue isn’t brand new — it has been devel-
oping for the last two decades — but with 
the advent of COVID-19, the effects have 
been particularly challenging for American 
farmers.

It can currently take more than half a year 
for the some parts to be shipped, Herricks 
noted, which just isn’t realistic for farmers 
who operate on Mother Nature’s timetable. 
Setbacks that last a few days or weeks can 
make or break a farm.

“If, for example, there’s an error code that 
shows on a tractor, we can’t do anything 
about it because you have to a have the 
correct computer software available, the right 
dealer technician to decipher it,” Herricks 
said. “I would like to be able to have the first 
opportunity to repair it ourselves.”

This has led to a strange market situation. 
Despite being maintenance-intensive and 
inefficient, older models — even those made 
in the 60s and 70s — are highly coveted. 
They sell well at auction, sometimes fetching 
better prices than when they were first sold.

The reason is simple: if an older model 
quits, a farmer with the right know-how can 
have it up and running in short order. It’s more 
a roll of the dice with newer models, said Ty-
ler Wenzlaff, director of government relations 
with the Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation.

“It’s been an issue for a long time since the 
integration of precision agriculture. Mod-
ern day agriculture equipment isn’t like it 
was years ago,” Wenzlaff said. “Back then, 
farmers could turn a knob here, or change 
a part there, but newer equipment requires 
IT technicians with specialized diagnostic 
tools just to check the operating system for 
problems.”

The modern manufacturer-consumer re-
lationship in agriculture is heavily weighted 
toward manufacturers. So long as manufac-
turers can dictate the terms of business with 
impunity, Wenzlaff said, farms will suffer.

Right to Repair
Agriculturists champion DIY tech movement
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Attendees at last year’s WPS Farm Show in Oshkosh check out some of the John Deere equip-
ment on display outside.

If Bill Foy were writing this article, 
it’d be a better article. He’s had a lot 
more practice at it.

For 38 years, Leader-Telegram 
(and Country Today) read-

ers have been the benefi-
ciaries of Bill’s writing 

and editing. Since 
September of 1983 
he’s served in 
various roles with 
the paper, from 
copy editor to 
entertainment 
editor. Tens 
of thousands 

of editions later, Bill’s filing his 
final story.

In about 1979, while Bill was 
attending Marquette University and 
working part time as an editorial 
assistant (aka copy kid) at The Mil-
waukee Sentinel, the paper assigned 
him to cover legendary blues duo 
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee. 
Terry and McGhee had been touring 
together since 1942, McGhee’s gui-
tar playing and vocal style a perfect 
fit for Terry’s rhapsodic harmonica 
work and singing.

Twenty-two-year-old Bill watched 
their jaw-dropping performance from 

the back of a Milwaukee club, and at 
the show’s conclusion, approached 
the duo for a few quotes for his 
article.

“I was a nervous kid, and I didn’t 
quite know what to do,” Bill said. 
He spoke briefly to Terry and had 
a more extended conversation with 
McGhee, though after asking a 
rather convoluted question, the im-
posing musician lifted an eyebrow 
toward the greenhorn reporter and 
said, “You’re gonna have to offer 
me some kind of explanation for 
that.”

Arts lover Bill Foy enjoyed  
the best seat in the house
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ELKHORN — When it comes to health 
care, it’s a whole different ball game in rural 
areas compared to urban centers.

By just about every metric, country res-
idents fall behind their city peers in terms 
of access, care and health care outcomes. 
According to the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control, rural Americans are more likely to 
die from heart disease, cancer, unintentional 
injury, chronic lower respiratory disease and 
stroke than their urban counterparts.

One way rural communities are looking to 
close the gap? Mobile hubs. This summer, 
the Health and Human Services Department 
in Walworth County launched a mobile hub 
— essentially, a camper renovated into a 
small clinic on wheels — intended to offer 
vital services to residents in low population 
areas.

Services encompass a wide range of op-
tions. One function is to get people vaccinat-
ed against COVID-19, said Deputy Director 
Trista Piccola, but the mobile hub offers 
much more, from treating physical ailments 
and mental health, to social services and 
nutrition counseling.

“The vision and mission of the hub is really 
to provide an additional access point for all 
of our health and human services,” Piccola 
said. “With COVID isolating so many people 
in the community, unable to reach certain 
services, it just got to a point where we knew 
we had to have another point of access. We 
wanted to make sure it was a much fuller 
social service access point.”

The project was a quick turnaround from 
planning to implementation, Piccola said. 
County officials broached the idea of a mo-
bile hub early this year, then purchased and 
renovated the camper for $170,000 in June. It 
debuted in the county in July.

Mobile hubs have been a feature in rural 
communities for decades — going back 50 
to 60 years in some cases, Piccola said — so 
there was plenty of data on how to effectively 
run remote-access health care. 

Walworth Co. 

mobile hub 

showcases 

need for rural 

health care
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The Walworth County mobile health hub — a 
camper renovated to serve as a remote clin-
ic on wheels — parked in front of county fa-
cilities in an undated photograph. The mobile 
hub serves rural communities throughout 
Walworth County, meeting people where they 
are at fairs, farmers markets and vaccination 
drives.

See REPAIR, Page 2A See HUB, Page 2A

JOIN OUR TEAM! BECOME A JOHNDEERE SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Tractor Central, an established JohnDeere dealership group, is looking to add Service Technicians at several of
our locations. Visit TractorCentral.com for all current openings, full position details, and to apply online.

In addition toworkingwith a great team, Tractor Central offers an outstanding benefits package including
401k with companymatch, competitive pay, paid time off, and opportunities for growth and advancement.
EOE


